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THKRMOLUMINJiSCENCE DATING OP POTTERIES
EXCAVATED AT BHAGAANHJUA AND MATHUHA

K.S .V.Nambi , f l .Sas idharan and S.D.Soman
Health Physics Div i s ion

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Bombay 400 085

ABSTRACT

Biennolumineecence (TL) dating attempts were made on sherds of

f resh ly excavated p o t t e r i e s from Bhagwanpura and Jfethura s i t e s . TL

measurements were genera l ly made from the f ine gra ins of the potsherds{

attempts were a l s o made to separate the quartz Inclus ions from some

of the potsherds and evaluate the TL. Dose-rate est imations were made

from an a n a l y s i s of natural r a d i o a c t i v i t y of the samples; TLD est imation

Of the environmental gamma dose-rate component was a l s o attempted f o r

the Mathura s i t e s where we oould d i r e c t l y par t i c ipa te in the

excavat ions .

The TL age es t imates ranged between 2000 and 5000 y e a r s , B.P.

for the Bhagwanpura s e r i e s and between 1400 and 3000 y e a r s , B.P. for the

Mathura s e r i e s i D i s t i n c t l y d i f f e r e n t trends were seen i n the ages of

graywares and .redwares from Bhagwanpura: with increas ing depth a t the

s i t e , the grayware ages diminished (upto 1.3 depth beyond which they

do not occur) whi l e the redware ages remain the same upto 1.3 m depth

and increase regular ly beyond. In the case of e ight Mathura potsherds

f o r which the archaeo log i s t s ' expected age va lues were a v a i l a b l e , a good

t o f a i r ( + 2 to + 19,i) agreement with the TL agea could be seen for

four sherds .



(ii)

The estimated aocuraoiea of the TL agoa range between
+; 9 to ± 15$ and such a high value stems from the generous allowance
made for a l l possible valutas of water content In pottery and soil
over the archaeological period; if reasonable values for the actual
degree of wetness could bB provided, the TL ages can be estimated with
accuracies of the order of ± 5$.
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Radiation dosimetry by thennoluminesoeace (TL) has found a

very important application in archaeological dating of ancient

potteries(Aitken et al 1972). The increasing enthusiasm shown by

TIi workers in developing viable techniques for dating has culminated

in an exclusive international seminar on TL dating recently at Oxford

(Aitken et a l 197S) the deliberations of which gave ttie impression

that TL dating in archaeology has come to stay.

TL dating attempts were initiated in the TL dosimetry

laboratories of Health Physics Division of BAHC during 1974 at the

instance of a persistant demand by a retired archaeological scientist

(Paramaaivan,1973) who provided the first set of authentic anoient

potteries. The preliminary inveutigafcions done on these handful of

museum pottariea were very encouragirig(Saaidharan et al 1975) and

the Archaeological Survey of India,New Delhi offered to provide us

with freshly excavated pottery pieces along witti adjoining aoil

samples to enable us to pursue our efforts in standardising TL methods

of dating ancient Indian potteries. This report details the

investigations undertaken on two such sets of samples excavated at

Bhagwanpura(Kuruk:sheti>a District,Haryana State) and Mathura (Uttar

Pradesh State) and presents the TL dates obtained.

A summary of the general principles on which the TL dating

of potteries are based, has been published by Aitken et al(i968) and

Fleming (1971). The starting of the *TL clock1 la considered to be

the time of firing of the pottery specimen. Whatever TL had been

stored in the materiel due to internal and external irradiations



through the geological period of existence of the pottery-constituenta
is erased during the firing when the temperatures could reach
anywhere between 700°C to about 1100°C Onus, the age arrived at
by measuring the TL accumulated since the time of firing is truly
representative of the archaeological age from historian'e point of
view (assumption? the pot has not seen higher than ambient temperatures
during this interven Ing period). The TIi from the pottery is mostly
due to some TL-eeneiti-va mineral inclusions in the fine grained clay
matrix. Table-1 gives the results of a petrographio study(Rao 1976)
on ten Indian pottery pieces and Table-2 presents the results of a
microprobe 8tudy(Singhvi et a l 1978) of pottery fine grains. Both
these results indicate that quartz, a well known TL sensitive mineral,
could be the chief TL emitting constituent of the pottery whether in
coarse or fine grains» The established practice is to oaks TL
measurements either from separated quartz inclusions (Ql) or from the
flee grains (iXJ) as sucfe*

Sample
code

A pet:p;graphlc study of ancient
Indian potteries

Composition. % wt.
MineraJ.e in coarae graina

Quartz Feldspar PlagjQclaase
Fine grain*

PI

P2

P3

P4

P6

P7

PS

7/RL-1

24.0

15.0

24*0

8.0

17.0

16.0

23.1

31.0

11.0

0.4

fluorite>3«0

4.0

5.4

4.4

7.6

74.0

80.0

72.0

89.0

78.0

74.0

71.5

69*0

74.7



Table-2

A MICHOPKOBJs

T o t a l n o .

Total no.

Mineral identified

Quartz

K-Peldspar

Plagloclaase

Apatite

Zircon

; study of i
potteries
of samples:

of grains:

fine grains of

i 24

260

number fraction

45*

36*

15*

4*

<1*

The fol lowing flew charts sunmarise the bas ic p r i n c i p l e s

involved and the Tarioue options a v a i l a b l e i n TL dat ing i

Chart 1 i TL Dating J Basic Pr inc ip le

ANCIENT POTTERY

I
j IRRADIATION IN ANTIQUITY r

Internal External
oc&H radiations from y-radiat ions from U,Th ft K
tf, Th & K contents of contents of s o i l and oosmic Bkg.
pottery(only (i in QI dating)

i TL DATING OF POTTERY 1

Measurement of archaeologically Determination of Ut3n»K
accumulated TL; laboratory contents of pottery A s o i l }
calibration to an equivalent dose estimation of net(internal sad
in rads ezter ' ) irradiation rate

In ^

Arch*Age i n y r s .



Chart l i t Dose-rate derivation In TL dating

Neutron activation and chemical analyais

ppm

4--

covint rate—>pCi/g

I
H/yr

/ \
Source
calibration

II per rad

, rad/yr

Dose rate to
TL grains

Nuclear data
and,
energy released
= energy absorbed

inhomogeneoua
attenuation

-NIL

AGE

Chart H i t Dose-rate evaluation systema in TL dating

» f . < HAlpha counting

40

5lab.sample] ^jr *%
lor on eltej

Neutron
activation

on site TLD



Where D^
• y are awuuil done; na«i. oui> to «*.(}£• if respectively.

I - estimation f*"d due to 'xtnociual Th/U weight r a t i o

I I - estimation bud due to disequilibrium in Ok, U chains.

5 • IMS'JMTV̂ NTS AMU aua;l,c,3

3.1 TL Reader: COie TL instrument used for archaeological dating

baa been developed in our labor*toriti;; and described by Samant et a l ( i974) ,
-12toe heating r a t e employed HUB about 6B0° K min and a f i l t e r

combination of Chance-Pilkii^ ton il/Wj and OX-1 f i l t e r s was used to

Improve the signal to noise r a t i o In the high temperature region of tho

TL glow curve. Qxygun-free nitrogen gas was flown a t a r a t e of

2.5 1 min in the oample-photomul

apparatus to eliminate spuriouo TL
2.5 1 min in the oawple-photoim!.lt.!pi.:ier (KMI 9514S) compartment of the

60
3.2 Radiation Sourcoa for CaIAbrat,ion: A Co gamna ce l l and a plated
241

Am source were respectively employed for obtaining art if icial gamma

and alpha irradiations of the potteries in the laboratory. The useful

dose rates delivered at the sample for a fixed geometry were determined

using secondary standards with an estimated accuracy of about ,+2$.

3»3 Radioactivity Measurements? 'the gross alpha activit ies (from U

and 'In impurities) of the eainpiea were determined by the "thick source

counting technique" a« adopted by Turner «t al (1958); ZnS(Ag, Nl)

phosphor pewder i s sprinkled on a oellotape fixed on a perspex ring

with an Inner diameter of 42 nun (equal to the photocathode diameter



of the Biotomultiplier used for counting); powdered pottery camples

after drying are filled above the znt> coating inside the ring to a

height of about 2 .v 3 mm and the sample i s placed with ZnS-cellotape

aide directly on the photomultiplier face for alpha counting. After

an overnight counting, the sample is sealed with cellotape at the top

and counting continued for another overnight to get an indication

of any continuous radon escape from the sample. The sealed count rate

is once again determined after about 14 days to get an indication of

any existence of disequilibrium conditions in the beginning. The

discriminator employed in the counter is such that 1he efficiency of

alpha counting is about 855? a«d 82;a5 respectively for the natural Th

and U chains in equilibrium (Aitken and Bowman,1975).

40
K estimations were done from K analyses by atomic absorption

spentroscopy*. In the ff.ue of soil samples which could be available in
40

large quantities, K estimations *vere done directly from gamma
40

spectromet:ry. Bie uncertainties in K estimations are in the range

of ± 5%.

3.4- Samples: Two sets of potsherds carefully oollected(eee

Annexture i) from, freshly excavated potteries along with adjoining soils

were provided by the Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi

(Joshi 1975, 1976). The f irst set of 18 samples were from different

layers at the sane excavation site at. Hiagwanpura (Table 3)j the

second set of 9 samples were from different excavation pits in Mathura

district (Table 4). One of the authors(R.S.) participated in the

later mentioned excavations. T£D capsules (CaSO.»Dy powder in 1.5 mm

walled PVO capaul.es) were left burried at ttie pottery locations for a

period of a month and retrieved to evaluate the external gamma

background dose rates at the samples.



Table 3

Archaeologist's description of samples from
Bhagwanpura site

Our
Code no .

BPR-1

BPR-2

BPR-3

BPR-4

BPR-5

BPR-6

BPR-7

BPR-8

BPR-9

BPR-1O

BPR-11

BPR-12

BPS-13

BPR-14

BPH-15

BPR-16

BPH-17

BPE-18

Locus

C-2 Baulk

C-1, 002

C-1 Qdg

C-2 Baulk

C-2 Baulk

C-2 Baulk

C—2 Baulk

C-1 .Qdg

C-1, Qd2

c - i , qd2

0-1 ,dd2

C-1tQfl2
t in

MM

MM

11 It

i t r t

tin

RW . .

Off -

Depth
in

0.3C

0.30

0.80

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.90

1.10

1. 15

1.18

1.30

1.40

1.60

2.10

2.25

2.40

2.45

Red wars

Gray ware

layer

3

4

4

upper level
of 4

4

4

4

5

6

6

6

7

7

8

9

10

10

fo

Object

Fragment of a
dish(Grey)

Pottery(Grey)

Sherd(flrey)

HW sherds

OW aherde

RW sherds

RW eherds

GW sherds

GW sherds

RW sherds

RW sherds

RW sherds
IIM

I l l l

MM

tin

nit

nti



Archaeologists' description of eamplee from Mathura site

Our Locus & type of ware
cod*

depth layer Kxpeeted arch.age
m yrs.BP.

Ml MTH-9 GiOh k o o t , A2 Qd2,3g 4 3b,RW 1.4

M2A MTH-8 Amberiah T i l a XA-1 Qd3,2h 4 2.65
2 g , RSf

M20 " GW "

M3B MTR-8 Amberish T i l a , B1 ( # 2 , 1e 4 I f 3.5
W

114 MTR-8 Amberiah T i l a , Ai-Qdj , j e & 5f , 1.3

m
16 MTR-8 Amberish Tila,A1_Qd5 f4e

M6 MTR-8AT YA-1 Qd4 , 2h 4 2g , RW

M7A MTR-8 Aaberish T i l a , XB-1 Qd4

2.45

B

C

Nil

Mil

Rff

MB

V9

MTR-5 Kankali T i l a 5g & 5h Br ick

ICTfi-4 Rampai-t 4g 4 4h HW

HW- Bed ware; GW- Gray ware

Nor thern Black Pol i shed ware

11

2175

1875-1775

II

2400-2300

2175-2075

2225

0.33

3.60

II

n

1.75

13

n

n

6

1900

2375

it

II

not given

not given
(2175?)



4.1 Sample Preparatlont Generally the outer 1 <v 2 mm layer of the
surfaces of each pot sherd is gently filed away to get rid of (in
final analysis) any uV Induced TL effects ami the TL contributions of
beta radiations J'rom the surrounding soi l , for measurement of TL,
the Pine Grain (iW) technique of 21aimerman(i97i) was uaually employed
and the Quartz Inclusion (Ql) technique of Fleming (1970) was
occasaionally employed additionally depending upon the availability of
sufficient quartz grains for the studies. One procedures adopted are
briefly summarised in the following two subsections.

4.1.1 TO techniquei The surface-shared pot sherds are gently squeezed
between the f lat faces of a vice so as to break up the pottery piece into
i t s natural major constituents viz. fine clay material and bigger mineral
inclusions. The viced material is poured onto a 6 cms high acetone
column In a wide-mouthed test tube, shaken vigorously, allowed to
stand for 2 mints and tne supernatant poured into another test tube
and allowed to stand for 20 minsj the fine grains thus settled a t the
bottom are usually In the 1-8 urn sizes which are taken in a fresh
acetone suspension and then poured in equal volumes into small test
tubes (about 20 nos.) each containing an aluminium disc (9 mm dia and
0*018" thick). The test tubes are in i t ia l ly filled to about 2 cms
of acetone so that the discs are not disturbed when fine grain-
acetone suspension is poured in. The acetone colum is allowed
to evaporate undisturbed under ambient conditions in darkness and
the suspension-coated aluminium discs are used individually for TL
measurements by placing directly on the heater plate of the TL Reader.
The reproducibility of readings from disc tp disc is usually within
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4*1*2 QI technique» The fraction of viced material collected between

80 ami 140 Tyler nieah sieves is 'nu^netically cleaned' using a desk

magnet and the non-magnetic part is kept in 48^ Hi1 acid for an hour.

The clean white crystalline extract thue obtained usually contains

quartz grains of about 100 uni size. Those are waghed and dried

(warning not to exceed 40 *> 50°C). Usually 5 rngms of these grains

are used for any TL reading.

4«2 TIi meaourementsi Prom both i\J and QI samples, TL measurements

are usually made in the following stepwise procedures

i) The natural therznoluminescence (N?L) from the virgin samples

(at least 5 nos.) are measured;

i i ) Atleast two different art if icial gaiMa irradiations are

given to pairs of virgin samples sui* that the TL output in the

MTL region is approximately twice and thrice the KTL output-called

measurement of ATL ylow curves for the cases pf (NTL+»i) and (NTL +yi);

i i i ) Repetition of atep ( i i) but with alpha irradiations;

iv) NTL erased samples i'rora step (i) are given asall incremental

gamma doses and the TL glow curvea recorded- called second glow

measurements•

Sets of typical l'L glow curves obtained are presented in

figures 1,2 and 3 •

5 . OALCULftTIOKS

5«1 The plateau t e s t t Prom a pair of ATL and Nl'L glow curves, the

r a t i o of the ordinates a t regular temperature in tervals i s calculated

and plot ted against respective temperature to yield a plateau

(F ig .4 ) . The plateau indicates 1he temperature region of the glow

ourve which i s devoid of any fas t fading components from overlapping
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peaks In the XL output; all TL outputs are always measured only

in this temperature region for purposes of calibrating the NIL from

the ATL.

5c2 Arohaeological doeei estimation? This i s i l lustrated in figure 5 .

While the negative X axis intercept of the straight l ine f i t of HTL,

(NTL+ r, ) and (NTL + Yt ) points provide the f irst estimate of the NTL

dose 'Q1, the plot of tlrie 'second glow* measurements yield the'non l inearity1

correction i£ any, '1% and the equivalent archaeological gamma dose

Is given by,

ED y « Q + I rads ( i )

It i s claimed (Aitken et a l 1972) essential that the linear portions

of the plots of the two sets should be paral le l . We tend to believe

that this in so only for the quartz inclusions; in fine grain samples,

the colour of the sample i s l ikely to undergo significant changes thua

changing the'TL transperency• from the f i r s t heating and parallelism

may not be obtained from the second runs*

5*3 'k' factort Bbi© i s determined as the ratio of the slopes of

the straight l ines obtained fron the f i r s t glow measurements after

alpha and gamma irradiations. (Oils i s required to be done only on

FG samples as tbe aljha dose contribution to the TL in quartz Inclusions

i s negligible) . As tho TL effectiveness for alpha Irradiations

is quite low compared i;o the beta and gamma irradiations (considered

equal) and since the archaeological dose i s calibrated in terms of an

equivalent gamma dos<>, i t i s necessary that the alpha dose rate should

be weighted by the 'k' factor in age calculations*

5«4 DoBe rate evaluations:

5.4.1 Alpha and beta dose rates contributed by the pottery radioactivity

are estimated from the gross alpha count rates and potaeaium analysis .
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Bit alpha and beta dose rates due to Bi and U Impurities are

calculated from the true gross alpha surface emission rate,

JP -2 -1
CT alphae cm hr ass

500 .6 C* + 3.3* mrad yr"1 . . . . ( 2 )

*"* %ih 0 " 23*° ' f i 18.3* arad yr"* ....(3)

conatants in the above equations refer to oonrersion factors

obtained at Ih/U ratio of 3*55; toe extent of variations possible

when the actual Ih/U ratio lies anywhere between 0 and are indicated

by the percentage factors (Sasidharan et al 1978). dhe beta dose

rate due to K is calculated from the percentage content (ST#) of

ia potteryt

.2 K* mrad yr"1 ....(4)68

Oamma doae rates contributed by soil from its In, u anl K
contents are estimated as

Sf t t t | 0 " 27.5 C® + 22.5^ mrad yr"1 ...(5)

•s s -1 '
K , • 20.5 K nnd yr . . . . ( 6 )

Where the various symbols follow the same pattern as in section 5.4.1

5.4*3 The cosmic ray background contributions to Hie gamma dose

rate on the pot sherd is assumed from published values for the

particular burial depth. This (Doos) usually ranges from about
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30 mrad yr~ on the ground surface to about 12 mrad yr
et depths of 1 m and beyond (Altken et a l , 1972).

5**** If TLD capsules are employed at the 3ite as waa done in
Matbura excavation*! In our case, the TLD results provide dlreotly
the total gamma done rates due to evil and cosmic radiations.
However, the aevsra energy dependanoe cb.-racterist5.os of OaSO.tBy
phosphor cal ls for proper correction factors to be applied to obtain
quartz equivalent gauraa absorbed doses applicable to dating calculations
(MeJdahl,197O). Ihe self-dose due to radioactive impurities In the
TL phosphor should also be taken into account either from the gross
alpha count rates and K analysis or by suitable use of control
TLDs kept inside thick lead shielded containers.

5.4.5 Corrections for radon escape from the pottery/soil samples
are necessary as the gas escape if present, affects significantly
the dose rates (Aitken,1978). Such corrections could not be
evaluated in the present investigations for want of the necessary
gas-cell counting apparatus. However, a criterion for identifying
samples which may be prone to significant radon losses was
employedi if the mean alpha count rate in the 24 hours immediately
after sealing the sample exceeds that in the unsealed state by
more than 10%, the sample i s likely to be prone to excessive radon
escape when/and hence the TL age estimates are likely to be £^ dry state
erroneous, if the actual wetness conditions are not known.

5.4.6 Corrections for wetness of the pottery/soil samples
are necessary as the actual dose rates are somewhat lower under
wet conditions. However in most of the cases, the degree of wetneue
of the burial s i te over geological climatic conditions Is very
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difficult to know. In practice, there are only two alternatives
available to take this effect Into account reasonably!

( i ) If TLDs are left burled at site atleast for one fuil year,
the actual gamma dose registered by TLD can be reasonably assumed
to give the effeotive dose rate value over a full cycle of annual
seasonal variations In the wetness of the soil;

( i l ) Ihe saturation wetness of the pottery/ soil can be measured
In the laboratory as:

w saturated wet weight-dry weight i /vvg ,_*
W = dry weight " X W% "-{1)

and the degree of wetness under actual burial conditions (P) nay
be expected to vary within 0.5JO.5 of the saturation water content*
Ihe correction factors to obtain the various components of the
dose rates are (1+ O.O15WI>FP)"1 for ^ , (1+ 0.0125 W1?*)"1 for
l£ and (1+ 0.0114 wV')"1 for Dy(Aitken,1976),

5.4.7 Corrections for beta ray attenuation In ttie grains is
necessary only for QI dating calculations as the beta ray is
attenuated significantly in the 100 um sizes of quartz grains
usually employed for the IL measurements. The appropriate correction
factor has been claimed to be 0.95 (Mejdahl,1978).

5.4.8 Correction for mismatching; of gamma dose rate estimations
by radioactivity analyses and TLD evaluations has been experimentally
realised to be necessary(Aitken,1976) though not well understood.
TLD estimation has always been experimentally found to yield
dose rate values from natural Oh and U about 20$ less than the
values obtainable from gross alpha count rates. It has been
recommended that such a discrepancy be taken into account by
increasing the TLD-estimated gamma dose rate values by 10$ and
decreasing by 10% the gamma dose rate obtainable from gross alpha
oount rates*
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5*4*9 Ihe f ina l doae ra te equations employed in the present

investigations taking into account a l l the aforesaid correction

are as followst

1+O.OC75 VT

!tti,U * 5 mrad yr" , . . . . ( 9 )
1+ 0.00625 W

Where b=1 for FG & UO.95 for QI

6 6 - 2 b g f „ aradyr"1

1+0.00625 W

* ? , ! " U o!ooK57 - — * ( 1 1 )

24.75 i« _1

1+ 0.0057W8
rarad y r " . . . ,«(12)

• -10 • 12«-*» 50 rarad yr depending on depthcos

alternatively, instead of (11),(12) & (13)

B r a d y r " 1
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5.4*10 lfce Tl a^e la calculated from the equation,

X 1 O O °
L

5 years, B.P.

1000 ED,
ana H* - i 1 3 yeara B.P.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The true gross alpha surface emiaaion xmtaa and potaaalum

analjsea reaulta for Hie potteries and adjoining aolla are presented

in tables 5 and 6 for the Bhagwanpuia and Mathura aeriea rtspeotirely.

Die farioua components of the dose rate eatinates and the k-factor

values along with the archaeological dose eatiitfttea are presented

in tablts 7 and 8; The archaeological doae estlnatas and the

calculated TL ago values are presented ±a tables 9 and 10* Ihe

errov estimates hare been made as detailed In Anneiture I I , Where

sufficient quantity of potsherds were available, as happened In tfce

TJhagwanpura ser ies , both VG dating and QI dating methods were eaployed
Jto obtain IL ages; aooetlmes more than one estimate could be don* using
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Table-5

fiadloactlTlty and saturation water uptake
measurements on pottery and soil samples

from Bhagwanpura si te

Sample
code

BPB-1

-2

-3

- 4

,5

-6

-7
- 8 *

-9

- 10 *

-11

- 12 *

-13

-14*

-15

-16*

-17*

-18

cm h r "

5.05

4.92

5.06

5.41

4.70

4.44

4.98

4.81

5.12

4.47

4.69

3.92

4.92

4.35

4.37

4.50

4.23

6.97

Pottery

•s
2.60

2.95

2.95

2.95

1.92

1.54

3.67

3.08

2.02

2.99

2.15

1.63
3.08

2.55

3.34
1.21

0.90

2.45

<

11.0

16.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

19.0

15.0

16.0

15.0

16.0

15.0

14.0

11.0

13.0

18.0

12.0

16.0

15.0

cm" hr"

3.15

2.65
1.57

3.54
2.11

1.62

2.55

3.00
4.26

3.38

4.03
3.S'

4.94

3.87

3.38

4.15

4.63

5.46

Soil

• ""*

2.00

1.20

3.03
2.20

1.72

4.01
2.21

2.19
2.7<S

1.68

3.16

2.01
1.78

1.74

1.74
1.62

1.97

3.15

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0
29.0

30.0

30.0
30.0

29.0

30.0
30.0

22,0

30.0
30.0

33.0

30.0

* / »
yadon-losa possibility indicated (cf.see-5.4.5)
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Radioactivity and saturation water uptake
measurements on pottery and ao i l samples

from Mathura s i t e

Sample
code

M

B-2A

K-2C

M-3B

M-4*

M-5

IMS

H-7A

C

D

M-8

K-9

cm hr"

4.84

4.60

3.06

4.65

3.77

4.82

4.84

5.19

3.97

4.07

3.95

3.91

Pottery

•V

2.25

3.50

4.05

3.20

2.55

2.130

2.40

2.65

3.00

3.90

2.05

2.50

p

12.8

19.5

21*2

10.8

15.0

11.9

17.2

16.2

13.9

18.0

16.3

12.7

^-2,. -1can hr

3.84

-

-

3.90

4.73

3.70

3.53

3.67

3.67

3.67

3.97

3.29

Soil

« * *

2.10

2.68

2*68

1.12

2.06

1.60

2.04

1.93

1.93

1.93

2.10

2.10

'"<

34.0

34 .3

34.8

12.0

47*3

51.0

60.5

22.3

22.3

22.3

54.2

57.0

radon-loss poss ibi l i ty indicated(cf .sec .5 .4 .5)
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Archaeological doses and the effactira doaa-
ratea estimated for the Bhagwanpura aampiea

Sanpla
code

BIB-1
-a
-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-6

-9
-10

-11

-12

-13

- H

-15

-16

-17

-18

Arch.doee(rada)

2646 (TO)

2125 (TO)

161U (TO)

2072 (TO-a)
2950 (TO-b)

1739 (TO)

1369 (PG-a)
1900 (TO-b)

925 (TO)

740 (TO)

1629 (TO)

1034 (QI)

1350 (TO)

2650 (TO)

2600 (TO)
1272 (Qi)

2125 (TO)
1257 (QI)
3400 (TO)
1423 (QI)
1645 (QI)
1746 (TO)
1258 (QI)

1406 (QI)

k

0.10

0.14

0.09 .
0.06}
0.10 {
0*07

0.11 i
0.22 J

0.11

0.09

0.10
-

0.08

0.13

0.13

0.10
mm

0,17

-

0.04
mm

m

2335.4

2199.1

2276.9

2434.4

2114.9

1945.4

2240.9

2149.9

2303.9
-

2110.4

1775.9

2275.2

1984.2

1927.4

-

1890.7

mm

•rtectiv*

•

274.6

285.8

290.4

297.8

218.5

185.2

333.5
291.6

233.7

264.9

232.7

185.1

302.4
287.3

253.3
240.7
295.2
280.3
171.2

144.3
13T,1

284.3-

doao zntaa
4

101.6

76.8
86.2

113.3

74.7

104*4

93.1

101.7

138.3
100.8

141.7

116.4

135.9
135.9

116.8
116.8

101.7
101.7
119.6

130.5
130.5

170.6

rood yr-1

•
coa

20.0

12.5

12*5

15.C

15*0

15.0

15.0

12.5

12.5

12.5

12.0

12.0

12.0
12.0

11.5
11.5
11.0
11.0

10.5
10.0
10.0

10.0

70- Mnt grain nathod QI- Quart* inclualon Mthod
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Table-6

Archaeological dosea and the effective doae-
rate estimated for the Mathura sample*

•sir rfear * T ***>*? *-. -». -,
Dco. DTLD

M-1 1200 0.14 2210.7 245.2 123.7 12.0 178.3

IU2A 1280 0.08 2009.0 307.1 - - 194.4

-20 1090 0.11 1321.7 306.0 - - 194.4

M-3B 1120 0*16 2153.4 304.6 121.9 12.0 145.7

H-4 1775 0.10 1696.4 238.3 135.9 12.0 216.9

M-5 1320 0.16 2215.2 280.9 104.3 12.0 186.0

M-6 1530 0.13 2146.1 253.2 127.8 15.0 167.4

M-7A 1595 0.14 2316.6 272.5 124.7 12.0 150.4

-70 1640 0.13 1799.8 272.1 124.7 12.0 150.4

-7D 1600 0.16 1795.1 323.2 124.7 12.0 150.4

lt-8 780 0.13 1762.0 209.3 116.3 12.0 164.3

H-9 1150 0.10 1785.9 241.2 94.0 15.0
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Table-9

Saople
cod*

BPR-1

- 2

-3

-4

-5
- 6

-7

- 8

-9

- 1 0

-11

-12

-13

-14

-15

-16

-17
-16

TL agae estimated for the
Bhagwanpura potteries

Depth of f Jud
a

0.30
0.60
0.80
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.90
1.10
1.15
1.18
1.30
1.40
1.60
2.10
2.25
2.40
2.45

TL age year B.P*(«td error,
predicted accuracy)

3830 {± - ± 13#)

311 (+ - ± 15$
2710 ( i - + %5%)

4038 (+ 4% + 13S6)

3814 (+ - , ± U%)

2617 (± 15«, + 163C )

1344 ( ± - + iy£ )
1235 ( i - , + 153* )
2649 ( + - ,"+ 15jt)

2742 (+ - , ± 1656)

2434 <± - » + 1758)
4868 {±- , * 12J<)

3241 ( ^ , i 135?)

3532 (+4?t, +, 12j{ )

4141 (±12^»± 15$t )

5460 (± - i i 1554 )

4696 (+ 3#, + 17J6)

3024 (+ - , ± 15%)

* Ij«t? of neaaureoent* 1978
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Table-) p

XL ages estimated for lfethura potteries
Date of

Sample
code

M-1

H-2

*-3B

K-4

M-5

H-6

IU7

H-8

H-9

»

Archaeologists
estimate of the age

yra BP»

2175

1625

2100-2000

2175-2075

2225

1900

2375

Not given

2175

preaumsd reference date 19751

TL age yrs.B.P.**
(atd.error,pred icted

accuracy)

1688 ( + - i + HSO

1811 (+7# , ± 1750

H20 (+ - , + 9* )

3018 ( i - , + 1750

1682 (+ - » + U50

2227 (+ - » i 195f)

2262 (j$£ , + 13J<)

1335 ( + - , + 175f)

2175 (+ - i ± 16J0

Date of measurement 1978



FG dating itself , la such caaes, two errors are specified for each
date la confirmity with wbat was evolved during the recent
Specialists' seminar on XL dating at Oxford during July 1978t the
first error Is the standard error on the mean and the second error
is the predicted accuracy of the XL age estimate.

In the case of Mathura samples, gamma dose rate values from
both XID evaluation and radioactive analyse* were available. The
corrections for mismatching of the two estimations (cf.sec.5.4.8)
ware not employed In our calculations! instead, the average of the
TL ages from the two sets of dose ratee values was calculated "hion
is deemed to take care of the mismatching mentioned earlier* Aa
only one age estimate using i?G technique was made, the standard
error term could not be specified for this series.

She predicted accuracy ranges between ± 9# to ± 19jJ In a l l
these samples and such a high value stems from the generous allowanoe
made for al l possible values of water content in pottery and soil
i . e . by putting F= 0*5 and OF» + 0*5* If this could be known
actually from a knowledge of ground water tables of the site or
If TLD measurement)} could be undertaken over atleast a full year's
duration to estimate the ly component, then the accuracy would
greatly Improve to perhaps around _+ 5 to ± 10$. (A value of Sim +_ o.1
results in a _+ 4# error in typical XL age estimates)*

6*1 XL aftes of Bhagwanpura potteries»

Among the 18 samples exoavated, Grey wares occur only in the
first six layers (upto a depth of about 1.3 m)j the red wares ax*
seen less frequently In these layers, but occur exclusively In a l l
layers beyond 1.3 m depth* Pig.6 shows the TL ages obtained for the
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grey-wares and red mires collected from different layers, k
striking difference in the age patterns of the types of wares is
quite evidenti the GW ages decrease with depth in the region of
0.3 to 1.2 IB during which the BW ages remain more or less the same
corresponding to the lowest GW age obtained viz. about 2600 years,
B.P.f the E>V ages on the other hand, increase systematically with
depth, ( i t should be pointed out here that only those Wl age
results for which more than one estimate could be made haw been
represented in Fig.6). Perhaps the red wares belong to th« old
resident people native to the Bite and the grey wares to a latter
settlement, the change over occurring somewhere between the sixth
and aevenUi layers i . e . between 2600 and 3200 years ago.
Bhagwanpura being an ancient site in the domain of the famous Indus
Valley civilisation, one i s reminded of the overlap phase between
the late Harapps'n and painted Grayware cultures that is datable
to circa, 1500 3..C. to 1000 B.C. (ASI,1978) which is quite close to
the HIi ages mentioned above*

Ohere remain some six samples (BPR-4, 7, 6, 12, 16 & 18)
whose XL ages do not conform to the general trend presented In
Figure 6. It is left to the archaeologists either to reject thea
totally or partially depending upon individual sample considerations
they may have.

6.2 Tt ages of Mathura potteriest

Die archaeologists 'estimate of the ages were available for
eight samples excavated from Mathura s i tes . One TL age estimates
have beea plotted against these given values in figure 7* It oan be
seen that there i s good agreement /or three samples (within 2 to
and a fair agreement within the predicted accuracy limits of ±
for sample no.6.
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7. CONCLUDINS REMAHKS

It la hoped that.the TL ages presented In this report, »re

found to be useful by the archaeologists; in particular, it will be

interesting if tangible explanations of historical significance ooull

be ascribed to the distinct trends seen in the ages of the graywaras

and redwares of Bhagwanpura. The TI age accuracies have been rather

generously estimated to be between ± 9$ to ,+ 19# in the present

investigations; if reasonp.jle values for the actual degree of wetness

of the sites could be provided or alternatively, If TL dosimeters

could be left buried at sites for one full year, the TL ages can be

estimated with improved accuracies of the order of ± 5%» It is wished

that the details given, in this report will be helpful to archaeological

scientists and Induce them to embark on TL dating techniques in their

laboratories.
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AHHEXTURJB-I

COLLECTION OF POTSHERDS FOR WURMOWaimSCENT BATIKS
PBE-KEQUISMES & &EN£KAL REMARKS

Pre-requisites

1* Only sherds that have been buried to a depth of 0.30 • or sore
should be collected; there should be fair knowledge that the context
remained burled for more than three-fourths the archaeological
period.

2. Die ciherds should be atleast 0.30 a away from any distinct boundary
(e.gr edge of pit, strata difference, walls, boulders)t

5. Each sherd tihould be atleast 5 mm thick and 25 mm across (bigger
sherds are store preferable) and more than one sherd should be
collected for each context.

4. . 'If ttiere ar« laarij- fabric types (including suriace glaze/decoration),
each type should be covered by the collections.

5. Avoid unnecessary heating (in any case not more than boiling
point of water) taxi unnecessary exposure to light (including
eunliefat).

6. Da not expose Vu> sherds to ultra violet or infrared' lamps or to
x rays and ganma ray a.
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7* Ho attempt need be made to surface clean and wash the sherds.
the sherds along with the adjoining luapa of soils (about
half a kilo-two tea cupe full) should bt put dlreotly In a
plastic bag within few minutes of removal froa the oontext
and tied up t i ^ t l y . Xhis bag should be put Inside a aaoood
outer bag which ahould also be tied tightly.

8. Exposure of soil to sunlight or rooBlight does not natter.

9. Not withstanding conditions ( i ) 4 (2) above, the information
about actual burial conditions should be supplied"! ( i ) a sketch
or photograph with imrjdngs of the locations fran where sherds
were taken and ( i i ) samples of each type of large-slMd materials;
if any occurring within 0.30 m of the sherd.

10* Try to provide a rough estimate of the average water oonteat of
soil; i f the context was in a water logged condition, i t shouli
be mentioned*

General remarks

11* One XL method requires the sherds to bs destroyed during
investigations.

12. fit* SL method gives th« date at which the pot «*• a*de. If a
sherd had been burnt at SOB* later period, the XL age will not
refer to Hie tins of Baking lbs potter/.

13* Die present aeouraov of 99b datinf astbod i» between • 5
and ± 1OJ( of toe age.
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14* At the aoaent, the Tl dating ia reoommended only for potsherds

froa fresh exoavmtions where all the atipulated condition* (i-1o)

eould be acre or leaa satisfactorily aet. Aaong auaeua oaaplea,

XL aathod can be used aa a tool for authenticity test or

15* If sufficient prior notloe eould be given, it aay be possible

for a, aeaber of XL laboratory to participate In an excavation

for stringent selection of contexts and materials.
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ANNEXUBE-II

ESTIMATES OP £BHOR COMPONENTS IN Hi DATING

One accuracy of the TL dating in the present invest igat ions has

been predicted on the same l ines recommerded by Aitken(i976)« !the

two dosimetry options ac tual ly adopted in our work are c l a s s i f i ed ,

for e r ror assessment purposes, aa followsi

A. No use of TldDj radioactive analys is only

B. Gamma dose-rate by TLD

Besidee, the following are also defined for the convenience of handling

the equations to followt

Op Op P

k J D p

« V

Bandom errors

1. ine percent error term due to random errors In the evaluation

of Q, 1 & k (assumed ±5$ in our case) i s given by
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2* The percent error on the XL age eatiaate due to random error*
In alpha counts and potassium analysis (assumed ±5% in our ease)
and In TLD evaluation of gamma doae rate (assumed ± 2jf la ou? case)
can be written aai

-7

B* Syettaaatio wrora

3* 3h» n»t peroent •rror on th« IL age ••tlaat* du« to uncertainties
la thtt oalibration* of alpha and gama •ouroes, alpha counter* potaMlua
analjraer and -&• TLD aeaaureaant of gaana doe* rat* («MUM1 jp% for
•aob la our oaat) can b« gtv«B aat

25

* 4 J
4* 3b« unotrtaiatiis la Ih/U ratic(a«»UBtd bttwata 1*2 and 10*9)

gift M M to a paroont arror toxa la * • TL ag* aatlaat* aa gtrm byi



5» Bje per cent error term aria.tng out of uncertainties in water
uptake (assumed i + i of saturation) i s given by

0.25 Z~BP(i«5f^+ I.25 tp)* 1.15

Fotei If TID measurements of th- gamma doae rate could be carried,

out at site over one full year and if it can be fairly assured that the

same seasonal variations existed over the archaeological period, then

the second term in the above equation can be neglected.

6» Discrepancy between T1D evaluation of ganma dose rate and

prediction from radioactive analysis (assumed _+ W1* ,ide aec.5.4.8)

gives rise to an error term

Sotet !Zhle tern is neglected for the Mathura series as brought out

in section 6*

7. If ci(and c<a refsr to the count rates of unsealed and sealed

samples, assuming a _+ 25% uncertainty in the degree of radon esoap*

la the actual burial conditions, the resulting error terms is

approximately given by

0. Bust estimate of the TL age and standard and predicted •rrcy

If more than one age estimate is made for the same context,

the random and systematic errors are individually calculated for
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each age estimate A. asi

Best Ige estimate > years

Standard error on ttie mean oT = X h=- — _ V y/5
A 1 Tifni) J r

= X h=- — _ V
1 Tifn-i) J

Predicted error

whore

and £5
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FIG. 5. EVALUATION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL DOSE
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